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Abstract. The aim of this research paper is to construct a set of guidelines that
can improve the quality and efficiency of knowledge data discovery process by
utilizing various types of knowledge domains. In addition, this paper offered the
way of how the knowledge domain could be adopted for helping the system
developer. The methodologies contain various scenarios of data exploring and
the authors used data mining approach. The paper shows evidence of important
to adopt data mining methods in the industry sector as well as the advantages
and disadvantages. Evergreen human machine interface (HMI) at PT. Chevron
Pacific Indonesia (CPI) is kind of activities to maintenance computer equipment.
Nowadays, the errors were frequently happened in the accuracy of computer
maintenance which has a profound effect on production results. Therefore, this
study focuses on the rules of association using the frequent pattern growth
algorithm (FP-growth) which is producing knowledge with trust value of 100%
and a support value is 95%. The value results of support and confidence are the
new approach and knowledge for the management level to decide decisions in
the evergreen activities process.
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1 Introduction

The process of knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) was traditionally presented as
a sequence of operations which applying iteratively, lead from the raw input data to
high level, interpretable, and useful knowledge. Knowledge discovery in databases
(KDD) is an automatic, exploratory, and modeling of large data repositories [1, 2]. This
concept is the organized process of identifying validity, useful, and understandable
patterns from large and complex data sets. The major steps in KDD process typically
such as selection, preprocessing, transformation, data mining, and interpretation or
evaluation [2, 3]. Chevron Pacific Indonesia (CPI) is a company engaged in the
exploration of oil and gas [4]. CPI operates in the block area of Rokan Sumatera Riau
province. The success of exploration activities is not freelancing work with the role of
information technology that supports companies’ activities. Information technology
(IT) as an instrumental to facilitate the workers in receiving information [3, 4] and
monitoring activities of the special oil and gas explorations in the area of Duri city
(Riau Province).

Monitoring generally refers to the observation, regulation, control, and reporting of
processes, procedures, team work, and persons [6, 7]. Monitoring concerns about
employee privacy and activities; therefore, employers must find a balance between
monitoring gains and employee activities [8, 9]. One of IT’s roles is to carry out
evergreen activities. The function of evergreen activities is for HMI personal computer
(PC) or HMI treatment. HMI PC is working to facilitate the operator of monitoring
directly from control room. HMI PC used in oil exploration field in the area of Rokan
block amounted to approximately 180.

Data mining is the analysis of (often large) observational data sets to find unsus-
pected relationships and to summarize the data in novel ways that are both under-
standable and useful to the data owner [10, 11]. The two terms have different concepts
but are related to each other [12]. Data mining is part of knowledge discovery in
databases process, consisting of stages such as data selection, pre-processing, trans-
formation, data mining, and evaluation of results [13, 14]. Data mining brings together
techniques from machine learning, pattern recognition, statistics, databases, and visu-
alizations to handle information retrieval problems from large databases [13, 15]. Data
mining is not stand-alone technology. It is an important step in the KDD mainly
relating to the extraction and calculation of the patterns of the data being sliced [5, 6].

In this paper, the authors focus how to demonstrate the improvement of the entire
KDD process by using knowledge domains in several phases. Problems that occur at
Chevron Pacific Indonesia is the difficulty of CPI to explore the rules of knowledge and
see what tendencies exist in evergreen activities carried out on PC HMI. Thus, in this
study, we tested whether the Association Rule Algorithm FP-Growth method can be
used to solve problems in evergreen activity data. The results of this study are expected
to help leaders at PT. Chevron Pacific Indonesia about how to develop computer
maintenance policies more appropriate. This study is structured as follows: introduc-
tion, literature review, methods, results and analysis, and conclusion.
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2 Literature Review

Knowledge discovery in databases refers to the use of methodologies from machine
learning, pattern recognition, statistics, and other fields to extract knowledge from large
data, where the knowledge is not explicitly available as part of the database structure
which are includes concepts, concept interrelations, classifications, decision rules, and
other patterns of interest [2, 7–9]. The knowledge discovery procedure is consisting of
nine steps (see Fig. 1). Thus, it is required to understand the process and the different
needs and possibilities in each step.

(1) Developing understanding. This is the initial preparatory step to sets the scene
for understanding what should be done [16]. (2) Selecting and creating a data set. This
process is very important because the data mining learns and discovers from the
available data. (3) Pre-processing and cleansing. At this step, data reliability is
enhanced. (4) Data transformation. Methods here include dimension reduction, such as
feature selection, and extraction, and attribute transformation [14]. (5) Choosing the
appropriate data mining task. Prediction is often referred to as supervised data mining
while descriptive includes the unsupervised and visualization [17]. (6) Choosing the
data mining algorithm. This stage includes selecting the specific method for searching
patterns and multiple inducers [3, 16]. (7) Employing the algorithm. In this phase needs
to employ the algorithm several times until a satisfied result is obtained. (8) Evaluation.
In this step, evaluating and interpreting the mined patterns (rules, reliability etc.).
(9) Using the discovered knowledge. The knowledge becomes active in the sense that
we may make changes to the system and measure the effects [5, 18].

3 Methods

This research methodology describes step by step the process of this research. The
methodology was conducted with systematically which can be used as a guideline
about how to conduct the research. (1) Problem analysis. A problem analysis inves-
tigates a situation/problem in order to allow the authors to understand more fully the
problem and to recommend practical solutions for solving it. (2) Determining research

Fig. 1. The procedure of knowledge discovery in databases [1]
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objectives. At this stage, the targets are should be achieved, especially to overcome the
existing problems. (3) Reviewing references. The search strategy is aimed at finding
references from the best scientific papers such as SSCI/SCI, Elsevier Sciencedirect,
IEEE explore and other related links [7, 8]. (4) Collecting evergreen activity data. The
more data is collected, the better rules are being able to solve the problem. Then, to test
whether the data result is able to produce the output as planned at the time of inserting
the evergreen data that has been transformed at the first stage. (5) Implement FP growth
algorithm. After that, based on the results, it will provide and generate the rules for
leadership and management level of the company about how to create a strategy for the
evergreen activities further. FP-Growth can be divided into three main parts such as
conditional pattern base, conditional FP-tree, and frequent itemset [11, 19, 20]. (6) The
test results stage. At this stage, the authors start to develop the testing process.

4 Results and Analysis

At this step, there will be several calculations, testing, processing, and analyzing data
based on existing data. The data was collected from the department of IT process
control network (PCN) of Chevron Pacific Indonesia in 2018 (chapter: Duri city). The
data is expected can help during testing and implementation of the association rule with
FP growth algorithm. Also, can provide the output (knowledge or information) and
show the trend of evergreen activities in Chevron Pacific Indonesia. Then, the data will
be grouped, compiled, and transformed into tabular data which will be processed by the
software of Rapidminer 9.0. In the following is the process:

4.1 Defining Variables

In determining the association rules, the evergreen data and activities variables were
adopted. The variables such as backup variable, update anti virus variable, inventory
variable, user variable, technical control variable, event-log variable, and restore test
variable.

4.2 Data Transformation

At this stage, the transformed data will be grouped by the variables of the evergreen
activity in every existing computing ID. The variables include backup activities,
updating anti-virus, inventory, event log, OS user, technical control, and restore test.
Grouping the data is the result of the analysis of variables. All of those variables
presented at the Table 1 below.
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4.3 The Item Appears

Before designing the FP growth algorithm and developing the pattern of the association
rules, it is required to do a calculation of each variable that appears in the computing ID
in order to calculate the value of support and confidence of each evergreen activities
variable such as Backup (B)(15), Eventlog (E)(19), Inventory (I)(17), OS User (OU)
(19), Restore (R)(16), Technical Control (TC)(11), AV update (AV)(19).

4.4 FP Tree Formation

The establishment of FP tree from the transaction data that transformed into tabular
data with a transaction amount of 20 evergreen. Figure 2 below presents FP tree
formation.

Table 1. Tabular data

Computing ID Evergreen activities

DRIA13NOE01 Backup, Eventlog, Inventory, OS_User, Restore, TC, AV_Update
DRIGBSPI04 Backup, Eventlog, Inventory, OS_User, Restore, AV_Update
DRIA13RSOH01 Inventory
DRIA13SOE01 Backup, Eventlog, Inventory, OS_User, Restore, AV_Update
DRIAWT4SWH01 Backup, Eventlog, OS_User, Restore, AV_Update
DRISLNMWTH01 Backup, Eventlog, Inventory, OS_User, Restore, AV_Update
BKSAMPGSH01 Backup, Eventlog, Inventory, OS_User, Restore, TC, AV_Update
DMIHCTPI01 Backup, Eventlog, OS_User, Restore, AV_Update
DRIHCTPIPEH01 Backup, Eventlog, Inventory, OS_User, Restore, TC, AV_Update
DRIHCTMONH03 Eventlog, Inventory, OS_User, TC, AV_Update
DMIHCTMTRH05 Eventlog, Inventory, OS_User, Restore, AV_Update
DRIHOSS6E01 Eventlog, Inventory, OS_User, AV_Update
LBOLBOGPH01 Eventlog, OS_User, AV_Update
BKOBNRGSH01 Backup, Eventlog, Inventory, OS_User, Restore, TC, AV_Update
PGRPGRGPI01 Backup, Eventlog, Inventory, OS_User, Restore, TC, AV_Update
PGRPGRGSE01 Backup, Eventlog, Inventory, OS_User, Restore, TC, AV_Update
PGRPGRGSH01 Backup, Eventlog, Inventory, OS_User, Restore, TC, AV_Update
BKOBLMGSH01 Backup, Eventlog, Inventory, OS_User, Restore, AV_Update
BKOBLMGSE01 Backup, Eventlog, Inventory, OS_User, Restore, AV_Update
PGRPGRGPH01 Backup, Eventlog, Inventory, OS_User, Restore, TC, AV_Update
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4.5 FP Growth Implementation

Once the development of FP tree from the set of transactions have been done, then
proceed with the FP growth stage to find a qualified and frequently of itemset. The FP
growth has 3 main steps: conditional pattern base, FP tree conditional generation, and
finding the frequent itemset.

a. The conditional pattern base step is looking for the minimum support at FP tree
according to frequency of the path ending with the smallest support value namely
Eventlog (E), OS User (OU), and AV Update (AV).

b. Based on the FP tree conditional from AV process, the resuls show that AV, OU,
and E meet minimum support.

c. Finding the frequent itemset. In Table 2, the results show that not all itemset can be
calculated because the formula rule is if A then B. Therefore, the itemset can only
calculated if they have contained two items at least. In the following is a confidence
calculation of 9 subsets i.e. (AV, OU, E):

Fig. 2. TID 20

Table 2. Frequent itemset result

Suffix Frequent itemset

AV (AV, (AV, E), (AV, OU), (AV, E, OS), (AV, OS, E), (AV, E, OS))
OU (OU, (OU, AV), (OU, E), (OU, AV, E))
E (E, (E, AV), (E, OU), (E, AV, OU), (E, AV, OU))
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AV ! E ¼ 19
19

� 100% ¼ 100% Support
19
20

� 100% ¼ 95%

AV ! OU =
19
19

� 100% ¼ 100% Support
19
20

� 100% ¼ 95%

AV ! E^OU =
19
19

� 100% ¼ 100% Support
19
20

� 100% ¼ 95%

AV^E =
19
19

� 100% ¼ 100% Support
19
20

� 100% ¼ 95%

AV^OU ! E ¼ 19
19

� 100% ¼ 100% Support
19
20

� 100% ¼ 95%

OU ! AV ¼ 19
19

� 100% ¼ 100% Support
19
20

� 100% ¼ 95%

OU ! E ¼ 19
19

� 100% ¼ 100% Support
19
20

� 100% ¼ 95%

OU ! AV^E ¼ 19
19

� 100% ¼ 100% Support
19
20

� 100% ¼ 95%

E ! AV ¼ 19
19

� 100% ¼ 100% Support
19
20

� 100% ¼ 95%

E ! OU ¼ 19
19

� 100% ¼ 100% Support
19
20

� 100% ¼ 95%

E ! AV^OU ¼ 19
19

� 100% ¼ 100% Support
19
20

� 100% ¼ 95%

E^OU ! AV ¼ 19
19

� 100% ¼ 100% Support
19
20

� 100% ¼ 95%
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Once the rules of the frequent itemset has been created, the next step is developing
knowledge with the association rules. Then, the results of the association rules for each
itemset presented as Table 3 below:

5 Conclusions

Regarding the design analysis and test result of evergreen data with the application of
rapid miner 9.0 at Chevron Pacific Indonesia Company (Department of IT Process
Control Network), we conclude that the application and implementation of association
rules with the FP Growth algorithm showing the trend of evergreen activities both
manual calculation and using Rapid Miner 9.0 application. The evergreen activity
trends including event-log (E) computers, operating user (OU) reviews, and updating

Table 3. Association rules

Itemset Association rules

AV ! E If update is Anti-Virus (AV) then definitely take an Eventlog (E) computer
AV ! OU If update Anti-Virus (AV) then definitely do a review log Operating User

(OU)
AV ! E^OU If update is Anti-Virus (AV) then definitely do a review log Operating User

(OU) and take Eventlog (E) computer
AV^E ! OU If the Anti-Virus (AV) updates and retrieves the Eventlog (E) of the

computer, it will definitely perform an Operating User (OU) review log
AV^OU ! E If the Anti Virus (AV) updates and does the Operating User (OU) review

log, it will definitely take an Eventlog (E) computer
OU ! AV If do an Operating User (OU) review log, you will definitely update your

Anti Virus (AV)
OU ! E If do an Operating User (OU) review log, you will definitely take the

computer’s Eventlog (E)
OU ! AV^E If do an Operating User (OU) review log, you will definitely take the

computer’s Eventlog (E) and update your Anti Virus (AV)
E ! AV If take the Eventlog (E) of the computer, you will definitely update your

Anti Virus (AV)
E ! OU If take the Eventlog (E) of the computer, you will definitely log the

Operating User (OU)
E ! AV^OU If take an Eventlog (E) computer, you will definitely update your Anti Virus

(AV) and do a log review Operating User (OU)
E^OU ! AV If take the Eventlog (E) of your computer and log the Operating User

(OU) review, you will definitely update your Anti Virus (AV)
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anti-virus (AV) with a support value of 95%. Based on the results of the analysis with
the FP growth algorithm and testing with the application of rapid miner Studio 9.0, the
association rules on simulation has larger data. Lastly, we have acknowledged that
future studies could be trying this approach into manufactures sector.
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